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ABSTRACT 
Generating multiple-choice questions is known to improve 
students’ critical thinking and deep learning. Visualizing re-
lationships between concepts enhances meaningful learning, 
students’ ability to relate new concepts to previously learned 
concepts. We designed and deployed a collaborative learn-
ing process through which students generate multiple-choice 
questions and represent the prerequisite knowledge structure 
between questions as visual links in a shared map, using a vari-
ation of Concept Maps that we call “QMap.” We conducted 
a four-month study with 19 undergraduate students. Students 
sustained voluntary contributions, creating 992 good questions, 
and drawing 1,255 meaningful links between the questions. 
Through analyzing self-reports, observations, and usage data, 
we report on the technical and social design features that led 
students to sustain their motivation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many studies report that multiple-choice question generation 
by students positively impacts deep learning [64, 19, 76, 25, 
16, 65, 14, 6, 27, 47, 45, 4, 8, 17, 60, 49, 22]. Visualizing rela-
tionships between concepts also helps students to understand 
the relations among concepts and identify new relations, what 
Ausubel calls meaningful learning [2, 51, 53]. However, these 
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learning activities are challenging for students, and it is hard to 
maintain their motivation to do the activities. Denny et al. [15] 
reported on the voluntary use of a question generation system, 
PeerWise, in a semester-long class; less than 5% of students 
created any questions. Similarly, we are not aware of any 
study of concept mapping where students showed motivation 
to generate links between concepts over an extended period of 
time without a graded assignment that required it. 

Our main contribution in this paper is to identify a set of design 
features that motivate students to engage in these difficult but 
valuable learning activities voluntarily. Over four months, 19 
undergraduate students engaged in a not-for-credit1 learning 
process to study Python and HTML/CSS. Collectively, they 
generated 1,154 questions of which the instructor deemed 992 
to be of high quality, and drew 1,255 high-quality relations 
between questions. Some of the innovative design features that 
seemed to contribute to sustaining motivation to participate in 
these challenging learning activities voluntarily are: 

• QMap of relations between questions: when adding any 
new question, students had to identify at least one existing 
question as a prerequisite of the new question. Relations 
were added to a variant of concept maps [53] that we de-
signed and called QMap. 

• Identifying question authors: peers could see which stu-
dent had created each question. 

• Ownership transfer with justified edits: a student could 
“claim ownership” of an existing question by modifying it 
and providing a text justification for the modification. 

• Visible log of activities: contributions can get lost when 
they are dispersed throughout the QMap. Students saw a 
linear log of all activities in a Slack channel. 

• Continuous assessment: both peers and the instructor com-
mented and voted on the quality of questions and relations. 

• Instructor role modeling: the instructor also generated 
some questions and relations. 

BACKGROUND 
Crowdsourcing in learning science has been realized in the 
form of collaborative content generation by students, usu-
ally called “learnersourcing.” Successful examples include 
1One student elected to earn one credit-hour of independent study. 
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crowdsourcing interactive concept mapping of steps in how-
to videos [43], labeling sub-goals in videos [72], generating 
explanations [74], personalized hints [24], step-by-step video 
annotations [36], video traces [35]. Learnersourcing is also 
used in the generation and evaluation of questions and solu-
tions by students for exams and practice [71]. Our focus in 
this study is on learnersourcing multiple-choice question gen-
eration, evaluation, mapping, and continuous assessment. We 
begin with prior research on learning theories and activities 
that informed some of our design goals and design features. 

Collaborative Question Generation 
Collaborative question generation improves self-confidence 
and critical thinking, sheds light on different ways to solve 
a problem, supports ideation, exhilarates students, facilitates 
rapid peer-evaluation, and improves deep learning [64, 19, 76, 
25, 16, 65, 14, 6, 27, 47, 45, 4, 8, 17, 60, 49, 22]. Creating 
question stems, correct/wrong choices, and justifications for 
each choice involves critical thinking and evaluation that result 
in deep learning [25, 49, 20]. Multiple-choice question gen-
eration also requires metacognitive thinking about why other 
students might choose any of the correct or wrong answers 
[20]. When designing convincing wrong choices, students pay 
attention to misconceptions and innovate their own solutions 
to those mistakes, which enhances their deep learning [25]. 

PeerWise [19, 13] is a popular online system for collaborative 
multiple-choice question-generation. It provides students with 
a learning environment where they generate questions and 
share them with their classmates for self-testing. Question-
generation through PeerWise is found helpful in a large spec-
trum of disciplines [64, 25]. Replacing weekly course as-
signments with question generation also showed a significant 
increase in final exam grades [4]. Moreover, question genera-
tion is shown to improve not only exam performance but also 
students’ engagement in more learning activities [25, 6]. 

Evaluation of Collaboratively Generated Questions 
Sustainable assessment should be integrated into lifelong, 
lifewide, and life-deep learning, such that learners get involved 
in designing, scheduling, evaluating, and reflecting on their 
own assessment [9]. Peer-evaluation is shown to facilitate and 
enrich formative assessment. Piaget identifies disagreements 
between peers as a stimulus for metacognitive reasoning to 
find convincing resolutions [48]. Peer-evaluation of collabora-
tively generated questions is helpful in that peers are uncertain 
about the correctness of the questions designed by their peers 
and engage in metacognitive thinking to resolve the uncertain-
ties. So, it is necessary to provide students with constructive 
feedback on the generated questions and encourage them to 
discuss the questions with their peers [17]. Commenting on 
generated questions in PeerWise by students was correlated 
with increased exam grades [19]. While assessment of ques-
tions in PeerWise is assigned merely to peers, it is advised to 
conduct peer-evaluation under the supervision of an instructor, 
especially in the early stages, to sustain students’ motivation 
[29] and prohibit possible collusion [68]. 

Motivation in Collaborative Learning 
Students’ motivation to create questions significantly affects 
their learning [42]. This motivation typically declines over 
time [33, 31]. Different studies have incentivized students’ 
contributions through course grades or paying them as subjects 
of the study [76, 14, 25, 29, 20, 49, 38]. Gamification, through 
a serious board game, is also proposed [77]. Contrarily, Denny 
et al. [15] randomized students in a physiology class into 
four experimental groups with different incentives: “control,” 
“points,” “badges,” or “both,” to generate and practice multiple-
choice questions. While badging significantly increased self-
testing (question answering), especially among high-achievers, 
none of these experimental conditions showed any significant 
effect on question-generation activities. 

Self-determination theory (SDT) classifies the source of mo-
tivation into intrinsic (e.g., enthusiasm or joy of learning) 
and extrinsic (e.g., grades, points, or badges) [58, 59]. Re-
search shows that students with higher intrinsic motivation 
exert higher effort and achieve better learning, retention, and 
transfer [57, 58, 59]. SDT further categorizes extrinsic mo-
tivation along a continuum from “external regulation” (most 
controlled) to “integrated regulation” (highest autonomy). It 
identifies three factors that contribute to intrinsic motivation: 

• Competence: one’s belief in the ability to perform a task, 

• Autonomy: ability to decide how/when to perform a task, 

• Relatedness: belief about how others value a fulfilled task. 

SDT identifies autonomy as the most essential factor and urges 
the provision of autonomy rather than external rewards [59]. 
It explains that while positive feedback and encouragement 
improve students’ perceived competence in learning, external 
rewards may stimulate a sense of loss aversion or being con-
trolled, which due to the “overjustification effect,” may crowd 
out intrinsic motivation [41, 59]. 

Too much autonomy, however, may lead students not to partic-
ipate very much, for two reasons: 

• Lack of self-regulation. Many students lack regulatory 
skills [55]. Self-regulation is needed to persist when learn-
ing activities are challenging [62]. 

• Social loafing is defined as free-riding that leads to under-
provision of public goods [54, 79, 69, 61, 32, 40]. Denny 
et al. [15] report that 701 students participated in their 
study and answered 50,759 questions, but only generated 
376 questions. On average, each student answered 72.4 
but generated 0.54 questions, which demonstrates social 
loafing. The Collective Effort Model (CEM) [32] suggests 
several factors that may reduce social loafing when collab-
oratively producing public goods. These include allotting 
intrinsically meaningful tasks, informing individuals of the 
importance of the task, providing feedback about their own 
or group performance, and making salient the impact of 
each participant’s work on the collective outcome. 

Concept mapping and meaningful learning 
In the question generation process, students may solely focus 
on designing questions and neglect investigating conceptual 
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relationships between new concepts and what they previously 
learned. Assimilation theory [52, 53, 3, 2] states that “learning 
takes place by the assimilation of new concepts and proposi-
tions into existing concept and propositional frameworks held 
by the learner” [53]. “Meaningful learning” happens when 
“learners "integrate" new information into old information” [2]. 
“[c]reativity results from very high levels of meaningful learn-
ing” [53]. Rote learning happens when students only focus 
on the concepts they are learning at the moment; in contrast, 
meaningful learning occurs when they relate the new concepts 
to those they learned before [53, 52, 51, 37]. 

One way to encourage students to assimilate new concepts is 
to have them place the concepts in a visual map. We designed 
QMaps, a variant of Novakian concept maps. We provide an 
overview of the concept mapping literature in this subsection; 
QMaps are described later. 

“Concept mapping” has three building blocks: concepts 
(nodes), relations (linkages), and propositions [53, 12]. In 
Novakian concept maps [11], relations have linking words 
(short labels), nodes consist of few words, maps are small, and 
“string maps” are not favored. They have a “hierarchical orga-
nization, with the most general, most inclusive concepts at the 
top, and progressively more specific, less inclusive concepts 
at lower levels” [12, p. 8]. Students need “expert skeletons,” 
small concept maps prepared by experts, as scaffolds to fur-
ther knowledge construction and expand the maps [52]. In 
contrast to concept maps, the linear structure of textbooks 
may result in learning independent chains of concepts, which 
diminishes meaningful learning [37]. The relations drawn 
between concepts by students were originally used to measure 
their meaningful learning [12, 11, 37], but engaging in concept 
mapping is also thought to cause meaningful learning. 

Concept mapping’s inherent focus on meaningful learning 
results in higher test scores [52]. In a longitudinal study con-
ducted in a high school in Costa Rica, the average approval rate 
in the national high school exam was 56% to 81% from 2000 
to 2002. By adapting concept mapping in their curriculum, 
after five years, 100% of students passed the exam [52]. 

Social constructivism explains that language and social ex-
change can enhance cognition development [73]. Collabora-
tive concept mapping, as a social exchange, can aid in cor-
recting misconceptions because peers are at similar Piagetian 
developmental levels and better understand each other [50]. 
ConceptScape is a collaborative system to facilitate interac-
tive concept mapping of videos to improve understanding and 
encourages the participation of novice students to generate 
high-quality concepts collaboratively [43]. However, when 
collaborating remotely, understanding others’ changes to a 
concept map is distracting and difficult. Collaborative concept 
mapping has been shown to be beneficial only when performed 
synchronously [5]. Some studies also report that students pre-
fer synchronous over asynchronous concept mapping [10, 63]. 

METHODOLOGY 
We iteratively designed tools and processes for students to 
learn through creating and mapping questions collaboratively. 
Over sixteen weeks of summer 2018, nineteen undergraduate 
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Figure 1. A sample node representing a multiple-choice question. 

students at the University of Michigan, School of Information, 
including fifteen women and four men (19-22 years old), par-
ticipated in our study. Students were invited to learn about 
python and HTML/CSS. We only invited students who had pre-
viously received A grades in at least one programming course; 
most had taken an introductory programming course in python 
that was intended for non-majors in computer science. Follow-
ing SDT, we thought that students who felt competent after 
earning a high grade in a course would have the most motiva-
tion to continue learning in a self-directed way. Two authors of 
this paper participated as instructors. One of them had served 
as a teaching assistant leading a section in the introductory 
python programming course. One of the nineteen students was 
from that section and thus knew the instructor well. 

Students and instructors interacted online only; the first in-
person meeting was a retrospective group reflection session at 
the end of the summer. For all the online interactions, we used 
free versions of “Draw.io” for collaborative question genera-
tion and visualization, and “Slack” for group communication 
and voting. Students self-explored various online resources 
to learn and generate questions to share on the Draw.io map. 
Each question consisted of a stem, two or more correct/wrong 
choices, and feedback explaining each choice (Figure 1). Stu-
dents drew arrows on the map in Draw.io to indicate pre-
requisite relations (Figure 2). Whenever a student added or 
modified a question on the map, they shared it on the Slack 
channel to be evaluated by others (Figure 3). Through the 
summer, we created and refined conventions for using these 
off-the-shelf tools. We refer to these conventions as design 
features and will discuss them in the next section. 

The instructors played an essential role in supervising and eval-
uating students’ learning activities, and teaching them how to 
explore, filter, and learn through the abundant online resources 
that were available to them. They voluntarily extracted knowl-
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edge from multiple resources, filtered them, and shared the 
essence of what they learned with their peers through creat-
ing multiple-choice questions and relating them to each other. 
They even found helpful websites that we were not aware of. 
We believe this process helped the students to learn how to use 
Internet resources efficiently for learning. 

DESIGN FEATURES 
Our design features are inspired by Self-Determination Theory 
and the Collective Effort Model. SDT asserts that students’ 
motivation comes from autonomy, competence, and related-
ness. CEM asserts that identifiability of work and increasing 
the salience of individual and group benefits will increase 
motivation to contribute to public goods. 

In this section, we describe features of the learning process, 
with a particular focus on how they contribute to these goals. 
Autonomy is a core element of our design: students choose 
what to study, and when, where, and how much to participate. 
Other goals are served by particular design features discussed 
below. For some of the design features, we describe iterative 
changes that were made during the first month of the study, in 
response to students’ feedback and our observations. 

Organized QMap of Questions 
We provided students with a concept mapping tool to collabo-
rate on visually relating prerequisite questions: 

• Each node represents a complete question, including a stem, 
available choices, and feedback for each choice (Figure 1). 

• To facilitate QMap navigation, nodes can be in two modes: 
open (all question parts are visible) or closed (only question 
stem is visible) (Figure 2). 

• To reduce reader disorientation and improve readability [39, 
44], QMaps can be zoomed in/out, and the node titles (ques-
tion stems) and linking words on relations are in a consistent 
font-size, larger than the other node parts (Figure 2). 

• When adding a new question node, a student must draw 
one or more links from prerequisite questions, and label the 
links with words or short phrases. 

• As QMaps grow in size, understanding the relations be-
tween questions can become confusing, especially for new-
comers. To mitigate this problem, we constrained all the 
nodes to have the same width and aligned them vertically 
in columns with equal spacing between columns. In our 
study, we maintained these formatting constraints through 
a Wizard-of-Oz approach: the instructor manually edited 
whenever students did not follow the convention. 

As an aside, readers who are very familiar with Novakian con-
cept maps may want to note a few contrasts with our Qmaps. 
QMaps progress to more complex material from left to right, 
while Novakian concept maps read top to bottom. Nodes in 
QMaps contain complete questions, while in Novakian con-
cept maps, nodes are supposed to have no more than three 
words. Relations in QMaps can be labeled with any phrase, 
while in the Novakian concept maps, node words and link 
words should be composable into propositions. 

Placing and linking new questions on the map is a learning 
opportunity. It forces a student to: 

• connect a new question with existing knowledge, promoting 
meaningful learning. 

• develop a mental model of the topics in different regions of 
the overall map, which also promotes meaningful learning. 
Without such a model, students would have to engage in 
exhaustive search through all the existing questions in order 
to place a new question. 

• fully understand a question if they found it in an external 
source, in order to correctly place it on the map. 

• study peers’ questions, promoting collaborative learning. 

• notice if the question they are adding is redundant. In 
unordered collections of content, it is hard to know whether 
new content is redundant. In a map, once one finds the right 
place to put a potential new question, it becomes apparent 
if it duplicates an existing one. 

In our study, students collaboratively created two QMaps, one 
about Python and another one about HTML/CSS. A portion of 
the latter is shown in Figure 2. Initially, students had difficulty 
with introducing new topics on the map. This observation 
reminded us of the necessity of expert skeletons in concept 
mapping. So, we changed the design such that the instructor 
initiated new topic questions and relations as scaffolds, allow-
ing students to expand by adding offspring questions about 
use-cases and more detailed/advanced topics. 

Feedback and Voting 
To discourage procrastination and social loafing, our design 
allowed students to write comments and vote on the qual-
ity/helpfulness of others’ contributions. All the feedback and 
communication were conveyed through Slack channels. After 
adding a question to the QMap, a student posted the ques-
tion stem into Slack. Others then used emojis to upvote and 
started conversation threads. If a student found a question 
while browsing the QMap long after the question was first 
posted, they were taught to search the corresponding Slack 
channel for the stem and vote or comment on it, which was a 
somewhat cumbersome process. 

Ownership of Questions is Identified 
Most studies on question generation by students have proposed 
the anonymity of contributions. Conversely, the Collective 
Effort Model advises making contributions “identifiable” to 
reduce social loafing. Similarly, in computer-mediated com-
munication tools, students usually dislike Public Anonymity 
and Private Accountability (PAPA) [18]. Thus, one of our 
distinguishing design features is the lack of anonymity. Since 
Draw.io does not afford the identification of question creators, 
we asked students to copy their question stems to Slack, which 
did display their names (Figure 3). 

Ownership Transfer with Justified Edits 
The design features mentioned above incentivize students to 
create high-quality questions. However, research has shown 
that members of online communities may hesitate to edit each 
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Figure 2. A small section of the QMap with CSS content. There are 7 closed and 2 open (expanded) nodes, and 8 relations. 

Figure 3. Screenshot of the Slack channel showing multiple-choice question stems, communication, constructive feedback, and ownership transfer. The 
students and instructor names are replaced with “Student #” and “Instructor” for privacy reasons. 

other’s contributions [26]. To solve this issue, a student who 
edits a question or its relations with other questions on the 
QMap posts their changes to Slack. Thereafter, any student 
who discovers the question in the QMap and searches for it in 
Slack can find both the original post and the latest post. Thus, 
both parties would be perceived as having contributed to the 
question. Among students and instructors, editing a question 
and making a post about it was referred to as “claiming a 
question,” and the last person who had claimed the question 
was referred to as the “owner.” This feature incentivized not 
only improving questions but also creating high-quality ones 
to ensure their ownership would not be transferred to others. 

As a requirement for claiming the ownership of student A’s 
question, student B was supposed to post justifications for their 
modifications to the Slack channel. We thought that would 
help A understand their possible misconceptions or mistakes, 
and why and how their question was modified. The instructor 
and peers verified the justifications, and if any of them was 

not convincing enough, the instructor reverted the question to 
its previous version and owner. 

Privately Revealing Cumulative Scores 
Self-determination theory accentuates feeling competent as 
a way to sustain students’ motivation. Seeing vote counts on 
each posted question may give the student a sense of compe-
tence, which can be augmented by a reputation system that 
computes and displays an aggregate measure of performance 
and achievements [56]. In our study, we used the Slack API 
to compute the total votes each student received. However, 
we revealed the aggregate reputations privately to each in-
dividual only once, in a personalized email on 07/16/2018, 
as a “nudge” to motivate contribution without making point 
accumulation a focal point throughout the process. Public 
revelation of reputations would have allowed for social com-
parisons. However, people mostly compare upward, and the 
common response is contrast. Upward comparison decreases 
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self-evaluation, which is more severe in highly selective insti-
tutions [23]. While each member could roughly estimate these 
cumulative numbers based on the publicly visible votes on 
each question, by not revealing aggregate reputations publicly, 
we made such comparisons more difficult. 

Visible Log of Activities 
Sun et al. [67] showed that observing peers’ current contribu-
tions and interactions are essential for sustaining students’ mo-
tivation and satisfaction. Following “matching of effort” [28] 
rather than “social compensation” [75] theories, we thought 
that visible signs of life from other students were more likely 
to help maintain students’ motivation than they were to lead to 
social loafing. However, when people collaborate on a single 
collective document where edits can be made in many places 
(in our case, the QMap in Figure 2), it can be difficult to follow 
others’ actions, or indeed even to know whether there has been 
any activity. For example, it can be challenging to know what 
has changed on a Wiki page or a Google Doc [70]. A similar 
problem has been noted in discussion forums with deep thread-
ing, where new contributions may be difficult to notice. The 
usual solution is some kind of chronological log of activity 
[34, 70]. In our case, the Slack channel where students posted 
copies of question stems served as that log (see Figure 3). 

Topic Sprints 
When students can write questions about any topic they like, 
they may be inclined to design questions only from the top-
ics they have understood well [16]. To encourage broader 
exploration, Denny et al. [16] suggested assigning random-
ized topics to students to generate questions from. However, 
this may cause another issue, that students will focus on one 
assigned topic and miss other topics. 

In response to student requests early in the semester, we desig-
nated a new topic periodically with a suggestion that everyone 
focus on it together. Sometimes the topic was defined by a 
specific external resource. For example, on July 23, a group 
email went out that included the following: “For this week, I 
suggest finishing https://learn.freecodecamp.org/responsive-
web-design/basic-html-and-html5/”. Topic sprints have also 
been shown to be helpful in past work [16]. To maintain au-
tonomy, however, we allowed students to work on any topic 
at any time. Some students chose not to join the group on the 
current topic. Indeed, one student kept working on Python 
for the whole summer, even after most of the other students 
moved on to HTML and CSS topics. 

Continuous Instructor Assessment 
Instructors assessed the quality, correctness, and helpfulness of 
all parts of each question (stem, multiple choices, and choice-
specific feedbacks) and relations between them. Students 
could revise their generated questions, votes, and comments 
multiple times based on the feedback they received (see left 
column of Figure 3). In contrast to periodic exams, this en-
abled continuous assessment of each student’s learning and 
development through the study. An instructor’s supervision is 
crucial to identify and correct students’ misconceptions, which 
is consistent with prior studies on improving peer-evaluation 
[29, 68, 46]. Similarly, receiving personalized feedback from 

the instructor about the relations drawn in a concept map is 
shown to improve learning [43]. Also, continuous assessment 
improves students’ engagement in social learning and may 
result in higher levels of learning in Bloom’s taxonomy [25]. 

Role Modeling 
The instructors contributed to the community in the same 
way students did to model appropriate norms. Previously, the 
pivotal impact of role modeling on residents’ learning and 
motivation was studied [7, 66]. Role modeling is referred to 
as a “hidden curriculum” that helps students learn by observ-
ing high-performing peers and receiving feedback from them 
[30]. Also, mentors’ engagement in online communities can 
improve the quality of novice members’ contributions [21]. 

EVALUATION OF OVERALL OUTCOMES 
First, we assess whether the process and tools as a whole suc-
ceeded at maintaining student participation in the challenging 
learning activities of generating and relating questions. As 
described in the background section, prior research theorizes 
that these activities lead to positive learning outcomes, so long 
as the students generate high-quality questions and relations. 
We do not attempt to validate the theories by separately mea-
suring learning through an exam or other means. Instead, our 
primary outcome is the quantity and quality of the questions 
and relations students generate, and whether the quantity is 
sustained over time. 

Question Quantity 
Over the four months of the study, 19 students voluntarily 
created 1,154 questions. The average number of questions per 
week declined gradually, but still averaged more than three 
questions per student even in the second to last week (Figure 4). 
We also note that it took more time to create questions later 
in the study: when a map got larger, it was more challenging 
to create questions that were conceptually distinct from the 
existing ones and to identify prerequisite questions. 

Question Quality 
The questions were generally of high quality. Of the 1,154 
questions that students created, 992 (86%) were above the min-
imum quality threshold to earn an instructor upvote, indicating 
that the instructor thought they would be appropriate to admin-
ister to students in a regular course as learning or assessment 
questions. Among them, 221 earned an “instructor admires” 
badge, indicating exceptional creativity or making subtle con-
nections to other concepts. Average quality improved over 
the 16 weeks as students learned from the instructor and peer 
feedback what makes a good question (Figure 4 (b) and (c)). 

Prerequisite Relations Quantity 
The students identified 1,255 prerequisite relations between 
questions, an average of 1.09 per question. Relating new 
questions to existing questions did not come naturally for 
all students. Early in the semester, the instructor often gave 
constructive feedback, requesting that students add or revise 
the relations they had drawn to existing questions. After the 
first two weeks, however, the instructor rarely had to do so, 
indicating that students were correctly relating the questions. 
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Prerequisite Relations Quality 
The reported number of 1,255 prerequisite relations reflects 
only those remained after students removed inappropriate rela-
tions based on feedback. Another indicator that students were 
drawing high-quality relations is that not all of the relations 
students created were to recently added questions. The average 
difference between creation times of pairs of directly related 
questions was 14 days and 12 hours on the Python map and 17 
days and 10 hours on the HTML/CSS map. This indicates that 
students were considering many previous questions as can-
didates and integrating their knowledge, not just connecting 
each new question to the most recently studied topic. 

EVALUATION OF INNOVATIVE DESIGN FEATURES 
In this section, we assess the impact of particular features 
on student motivation to create high-quality questions and 
relations. We can not definitively tease apart the effects of 
different features, since we did not compare student actions 
when using alternative designs. Our primary source of evi-
dence is qualitative. We observed behavior throughout. At 
the end of the study period, we collected open-ended individ-
ual reflections and conducted a retrospective group reflection 
session. For the individual reflections, we asked the students 
to fill out an anonymous Qualtrics survey. There were no 
incentives for completing the survey. There were 13 open-
ended questions. Each prompt asked students about possible 
alternative designs for one feature that they had experienced. 
Some student responses reflected on the feature as they had 
experienced it while others reflected on the hypothetical al-
ternative(s). Eleven of the nineteen students filled out the 
survey. Both the survey responses and transcripts from the ret-
rospective group reflection are in the supplementary material. 
Student names are anonymized and referred to as “S#”2. 

We assess only those design features that were innovative 
in our learning process. Additional features described above, 
such as students voting and commenting on each other’s contri-
butions and coordinating activity through topic sprints, likely 
contributed to maintaining student motivation. However, they 
have been widely used in other systems, and evidence from 
our study about these features offers little additional insight. 

Organized QMap of Questions 
Students found QMaps, especially the requirement to find 
and draw prerequisite relations on the maps, to be helpful. 
S8 wrote: “[it helps] because you can quickly locate similar 
questions.” S9 wrote: “By seeing all of the connections and 
nodes, students are given a sense of pride and purpose and 
are motivated to collaborate to grow the map.” 

Requiring students to place questions on the map did seem 
to enhance student learning. Early on, a few students posted 
high-quality questions they found from external sources such 
as previous exams or assignments, but they were not well 
placed on the map. When an instructor provided feedback 
about incorrect relations, in some cases, it turned out that the 
students did not understand the material in the questions they 
had posted. Later in the semester, there were very few poorly 
2This study was exempted under IRB HUM00151656 because the 
interventions fell within the range of accepted educational practices. 

placed questions, even though the task of placing them got pro-
gressively more difficult as the map got larger. Students also 
found the requirement to draw connections between questions 
helpful for their learning. S5 wrote: “Students have to read 
the questions that cover the more general topic to find where 
their more specific question on the same topic fits into the map, 
this allows ... to review others’ questions and improve the 
more general question ...” This suggests that the requirement 
of placing questions in the map acted as a desirable difficulty, 
forcing students to understand and integrate their knowledge 
of the concepts in each question that they added. 

In the group reflections, most students found the node align-
ment, which was maintained manually by the instructor, to be 
crucial for ease of navigating as the map got larger. S5 wrote: 

“When students move nodes wherever they like it creates a more 
messy concept map.” In addition, we were worried that dis-
orientation would occur due to difficulties with asynchronous 
collaborative concept mapping reported in the past literature 
[10, 63]. However, we did not receive any complaints about 
being disoriented by changes in the graph, during the study, or 
in individual and group retrospective reflections. 

Ownership of Questions is Identified 
Most students favored having their work identified. S5 wrote: 

“[it] holds the designer responsible for the quality of his ques-
tion, it also allows the designer to take pride. ... his peers 
start to associate his name with high-quality work and give 
him more upvotes.” S7 wrote: “I also put more effort into 
writing [any one] question so that my name wouldn’t be asso-
ciated with crappy ones.” Identifiability also enabled private 
feedback, whereas anonymous contributions would only allow 
for public feedback. S6 wrote: “[having identifiability,] stu-
dents can ... send constructive feedback to the designer both 
privately or publicly on slack.” S8 wrote: “Improving others’ 
questions was ... easier because you could connect with them 
individually on slack.” Conversely, S2 wrote: “students might 
feel more comfortable about judging the quality of the question 
itself if the person behind it is removed.” S1 wrote: “students 
may feel less afraid to post more advanced questions [if] their 
identity is not revealed.”. 

Ownership Transfer with Justified Edits 
Generally, students preferred to create new questions from 
scratch, despite the instructor’s encouragement to revise oth-
ers’ questions. Students did make direct edits to 134 questions 
posted by other students, 11.61% of the total. In each of 
these cases, the instructor determined that the revised ques-
tions/relations were improvements on the original. In a few 
other cases, the revisions made the questions worse; the in-
structor reverted these. In addition to the 134 questions where 
students made direct edits of others’ questions, they also pro-
vided constructive feedback on 218 questions, leaving it to the 
original owners to make edits. 

In the individual reflections, S3 wrote: “[it] was a great system 
to reward students who spent a majority of their time improv-
ing other’s questions. Without this process, these students 
participation would have been under-represented.” S7 wrote: 

“No ownership and realistically not many people would bother 
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Week of Study Week of Study Week of Study 

Figure 4. Questions & instructor votes by week. Vertical lines: the nudging week. Diagonal lines: fitted regressions. Confidence intervals are shaded. 

fixing other people’s questions. Partial ownership (partial 
reputation) and there might be some interest but making full 
question is still the better choice given.” S11 wrote: “[it 
motivates us] to take a look at past questions and constantly 
improve the map.” S9 opposed this feature: “[students would] 
nit-pick through questions in order to change them and take 
ownership of them, rather than focusing on the big picture.” In 
the group reflections, the consensus was that because the orig-
inal author of each question continued to be findable through 
the same slack search process that identifies the current owner, 
claiming was not too punitive. 

Students also appreciated the requirement to post justifica-
tions for their modifications to the Slack channel. S6 wrote: 

“[g]iving students reasons for any modifications can let students 
understand what they can do better... improving others’ ques-
tions without explaining may kill students’ motivation.” S8 
wrote: “To explicitly state why you modified each question 
allows you to thoroughly think through why the first question 
wasn’t strong and what you could improve to make the ques-
tion more applicable.” S2 wrote: “original writers would 
improve their mistakes while the people who found the mis-
takes would fully understand and absorb the meaning of it.” 
Also, the requirement of justifying edits mitigates the concern 
of S9 above about a temptation to make unreasonably small 
improvements to claim the ownership of others’ questions. 

Visible Log of Activities 
In addition to showing students a chronological log of all posts, 
Slack also notified students of new contributions. Students 
liked this feature. S5 wrote: “[It] helps students keep track of 
modifications on each map and understand peer’s reasoning 
for changing a question.” S1 wrote: “Being able to see other 
students ... encourage[s] communication that is vital to the 
project. Students who can see the contributions of others will 
better contribute to the project themselves.” S9 wrote: “This 
log ... [gives us] a better understanding of how to write a 
quality modification and see how questions related to the topic 
were previously improved.” 

Instructor Assessment 
Students overall appreciated the instructor assessments. In 
individual reflections, S9 wrote: “the instructor will be able 
to survey the students’ understanding of a topic in general, 

and will be able to help if the whole group is struggling with 
a certain topic, rather than students just feeling ‘lost’ when 
they don’t understand something.” S7 wrote: “If students are 
left governing themselves with self-interests not necessarily 
leaning towards learning the subject deeply, quality will fall.” 

Role Modeling 
In addition to the 1,154 questions that the students generated, 
in our study, the instructor created a total of 161 and 184 
questions about Python and HTML/CSS topics, respectively. 
Students found instructor participation helpful. S5 wrote: 

“[It] fosters a strong community among the team members and 
makes the instructor feel much more approachable.” S2 wrote: 

“It gave me a metric of what to aim for when making questions.” 

However, for one affordance given to the students, claiming 
ownership of questions, some students argued that having 
the instructor model that behavior could negatively impact 
students’ motivation. S9 wrote: “Having the instructor just 
give feedback ... rather than claim ownership ... students will 
not feel that they are being stepped over when they do some-
thing wrong.” S2 wrote: “simply giving feedback is obviously 
helpful ... students may learn more by being forced to fix the 
mistakes by themselves.” Following these negative reflections, 
we suggest that instructors who use our design should only 
give constructive feedback and not directly improve student-
generated questions. This way, students would learn how to 
improve their questions and resolve misconceptions without 
being worried about losing credit for their contributions. 

DISCUSSION 
Overall, students engaged well with all three of the core ac-
tivities: creating questions, creating relations, and providing 
feedback that led to improvements in the questions and rela-
tions. The quality of questions and relations was high and 
improved over time. Moreover, students maintained their 
motivation to participate throughout the summer without the 
external incentives of grades (with the exception of one stu-
dent who earned one course-credit). Here, we place some of 
the design choices in a broader context. 

A Focus on Relations 
Many learning theorists have emphasized the value of assim-
ilating new knowledge with existing knowledge, leading to 
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what Ausubel calls meaningful learning. It is not obvious, 
however, how to organize pedagogy and assessment practices 
around this goal. Our approach is, in some sense, minimalist. 
The only expectation placed on students was when adding a 
new question, they had to identify at least one prerequisite, 
one question that someone should be able to answer before 
they try to answer the newly added question. 

This minimal requirement turned out to be surprisingly pow-
erful. It led students to notice and engage with content that 
others had posted and prevented them from adding duplicates 
or questions they did not understand. Even without any ex-
plicit injunction for students to connect new questions with 
past material, to improve meaningful learning, the mean dif-
ference between creation times of linked questions was more 
than two weeks. 

Still, it would be interesting to explore more maximalist ap-
proaches, where the relations between concepts become an 
even larger focus of attention. One possibility within our 
framework of activities would be to encourage students to 
create multiple choice questions about the relations between 
concepts. For example, if there are existing questions about 
Python lists and tuples, one or more questions might test the 
understanding of how they are alike and different. 

Scalability of Maps 
All approaches to visual mapping must confront the challenge 
of scale. As maps get bigger, navigation and even orientation 
become more difficult. The general approaches for dealing 
with this involve clustering (putting related things spatially 
near each other), modularity (putting each cluster on a different 
map, with cross-map links treated differently), and abstraction 
(collapsing a node or region when zoomed out). 

In our case, as in most approaches, spatial clustering emerged 
naturally as a result of placing nodes near linked nodes. We 
employed a form of abstraction by having collapsible nodes, 
with only question stems visible when closed. To help with 
orientation, we maintained two spatial conventions: the left-
to-right ordering of prerequisite relationships and the grid 
alignment of fixed-width nodes. The fixed width and visual 
alignment make it harder for readers to depend for orienta-
tion on visual anchors in the form of nodes of unusual size or 
placement. However, the same-width nodes with grid align-
ment reduce visual complexity, and collapsible nodes allow 
for zooming out to get a bigger picture. 

Different approaches to the challenge of scale in visual map-
ping may be more appropriate for learners at different levels. 
We found that a single QMap could be navigated even as it 
grew to include an entire semester’s worth of programming 
concepts, the equivalent of an entire textbook. Novakian con-
cept maps generally are limited to a smaller amount of material, 
requiring a division of the content into several smaller maps 
with limited ability to express links between them. 

We speculate that QMaps may be helpful for high-achieving 
college-level students or professionals to visualize complex re-
lationships, but the maps might be too challenging to navigate 
through for less advanced students who are not able to main-
tain a mental model of the overall map structure. Novakian 

concept mapping is likely to be a better choice for younger 
learners, especially when drawing maps using pen and paper. 

Collective Editing 
A fundamental challenge in any collective editing system, from 
Wikipedia to StackExchange to Quora to GitHub to Google 
docs, is to encourage actions that lead to the refinement of 
content over time, rather than just accumulation of additional 
material. This involves attracting the attention of multiple 
people to the same content, providing a mechanism for gener-
ating proposed changes, and a mechanism for deciding which 
changes will become part of the canonical version and the 
order in which alternative versions will be shown. Subtle vari-
ations of technical affordances and social norms can have a big 
impact on people’s willingness to provide and refine content. 

Like Wikipedia, our approach involved maintaining a single, 
current best version of each question, but we had a social con-
vention whereby small changes were suggested to the current 
owner, with direct edits and claiming of ownership only for 
more major changes. This worked reasonably well, with own-
ership changes happening on about one-tenth of the questions 
with another two-tenths receiving suggestions for the original 
owners to make edits. We think there is room for improvement, 
however, and look forward to exploring alternatives in future 
work. We are particularly inspired by StackExchange, which 
has affordances for both editing existing answers to questions 
and proposing alternative answers, which are then sorted based 
on upvotes, and both affordances are widely used. 

Student Privacy vs. Credit for Contributions 
One of our concerns in the design process was whether to 
make the author of each question identified. Denny et al. [15] 
mentioned the anonymity of all activities in their study as a 
limitation and suggested more investigation. They were con-
cerned that students might not wish to have their contribution 
identified, especially for those with lower achievements. 

Our retrospective responses show that students found it very 
motivating and helpful that student names were associated 
with both the multiple-choice questions they added and the 
comments they wrote about each others’ questions. Due to 
student privacy regulations, however, it might be difficult to 
implement our approach directly in credit-bearing courses 
where instructor feedback is used to determine grades. For 
example, imagine a gameful learning [1] approach where stu-
dents earn points for each question that the instructor upvotes 
and certain point thresholds translate to different letter grades. 
Arguably, our setup with all instructor feedback public, would 
permit any student to determine any other student’s grade. 

The Role of the Instructor 
Previous research by Denny et al. [15] did not explore the 
potential role of instructor in the process of voluntary question 
generation. They mentioned as one of the limitations of their 
design that receiving votes/comments only from peers may not 
be an adequate incentive to generate high-quality questions. 

Somewhat ironically, we found that the instructor played a 
crucial role in our process, despite the fact that it was designed 
to be an extreme form of student-directed learning, with no 
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deadline, grades, or required activities. Note that early on, 
it was challenging for some students to design high-quality 
questions and relations. It was very time-consuming for the in-
structor to give constructive feedback on the student-generated 
content. After a month, however, the comments, and questions 
and relations designed by the instructor helped students learn 
how to contribute high-quality content, and the instructor had 
to spend less time. 

Perhaps teachers can breathe a sigh of relief that their role 
can still be important even in student-directed learning. In 
our study, students found the continuous assessment and con-
structive feedback on their questions by the instructor a crucial 
complement for peer-evaluation. Moreover, the students iden-
tified the questions and relations designed by the instructor as 
a guide for how to design questions and draw relations. 

There are limits, however. It is possible for the instructor’s 
participation to demotivate as well as motivate. In particular, 
we found that students disliked having the instructor directly 
improve and claim ownership of students’ questions. 

Limitations 
In this study, we only tested the combination of all the dis-
cussed design features in the same study. Without A/B tests 
that turn on and off individual features, we cannot be entirely 
sure why the design worked. In addition, we only conducted 
a single trial, in learning programming languages with un-
dergraduate students. It is necessary to run more studies in 
other disciplines, on different ranges of age, ethnicity, and 
nationality to learn about the adaptation and generalizability 
of the benefits of this learning process. 

We only invited students who received A grades in at least 
one programming course. Presumably, only the most mo-
tivated students signed up to participate in a not-for-credit 
summer learning experience. Similarly, in another recent 
study of voluntary question generation, not for a grade [15], 
Denny reported that the students who used PeerWise were 
higher performers (i.e., earned higher course grades) and we 
speculate that those who chose to generate questions were 
even higher performing. This is a more general issue for self-
directed student learning. It is necessary to conduct future 
studies on motivating low-performing students to engage in 
such question-generation activities. They may require very 
different motivators, and very different kinds of feedback than 
the high-performing students. It is an open question whether 
self-directed learning through question generation will work 
at all for populations beyond the highest-performing students. 

Future Work 
Using Draw.io to implement QMaps was problematic for stu-
dents due to performance problems when each map grew after 
collaborating on it for more than a month. Also, going back 
and forth between Draw.io and Slack was confusing and an-
noying. This was mentioned by multiple students throughout 
the study. The fact that students were able to maintain motiva-
tion despite the sub-optimal tools is a further testament to the 
value of the learning process. 

To better support QMapping in the future, we are now devel-
oping and integrating our two subsystems into a unified web 
application to make it easier for students and instructors to in-
teract with the system and each other. As we do so, we will be 
guided by insights from this study. Particularly, we will try to 
automatically preserve layout constraints in the QMap, make 
it easier to identify the current owner of each question without 
searching the history log, and maintain a linear, chronological 
view of the activities in addition to the map. 

We are also planning to integrate the question generation and 
mapping design with a retrieval practice system that we in-
troduced in [78]. It will quiz students on the questions that 
they have collectively generated. In addition to the direct ef-
fect of reinforcing knowledge, improving students’ long-term 
learning, we hope that it will also provide another prompt for 
students to provide feedback and lead to further improvements 
of the questions. 

CONCLUSION 
We report our design and deployment of an asynchronous, 
collaborative learning process. It combines multiple-choice 
question generation by students with a new knowledge visu-
alization method, called “QMapping.” One nice side effect 
of requiring students to place questions in a QMap is that 
it discourages entry of ill-understood questions copied from 
external sources. We identify several changes to conventional 
concept maps that make the maps more suitable for represent-
ing concepts in the form of multiple-choice questions. 

We identify several innovative features that helped to sustain 
students’ motivation for voluntary and collaborative creation 
and improvement of questions and relations. One theme is 
that identified rather than anonymous contribution was moti-
vating for students. Another theme is the important role of the 
instructor, providing feedback, and serving as a role model. 
Two major challenges for the future are to make self-directed 
learning of this type work for lower-achieving students, and 
with less instructor effort. 
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